
LT4990 5 pc. Euro Axle Nut Socket Set
AUDI - VW - MERCEDES ML

Easy to use dedicated kit for
German vehicle axle nuts. The
M18 ½”drive chrome
molybdenum impact socket for
is rear bearing assemblies on
VW Golf/Jetta and other M/C
5 chassis for VW/Audi. The E24
½”drive chrome molybdenum
impact socket is for Mercedes
ML axles. Also includes 19mm -
17mm - 14mm ½”hex drive
sockets for internal drive axle
nuts on VW/Audi vehicles.

LT4980 12 Point Socket Euro/Asian
Axle Nut Kit
AUDI - BMW - MERCEDES - VW - LEXUS - TOYOTA

The LT4980 is a convenient packaged dedicated
German/Asian axle nut kit. This kit contains 4 - 12 point
½”drive molybdenum impact sockets.

24mm
30mm
32mm
36mm

Socket sizes -

NEW
PRODUCT

in use

LT830A Universal Hub Shocker

Safely remove all frozen hubs instantly without
damaging the axle. Universal fit mounts to all axle bolted
hubs - 5, 6 & 8 lug hubs. Mounts to two studs using the
supplied flanged nuts in seconds. Use with 5 lb. hammer
to knock frozen hubs out of axles. Flanged nuts included
for improved safety and performance. Ideal for Dodge
and other HD trucks. Two mounting holes in 3/4” steel
back plate. 1/4” steel square tubing and striking plate.

Included flanged
nut sizes - 2 each

7/16” - 20
½” - 20
9/16”
5/8” - 18

12mm - 1.50
14mm - 1.50
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LT993 Brake Re-threading Kit

The LT993 re-threads damaged brake wheel cylinders,
master cylinder fittings, ABS control module fittings and
brake line fittings on vehicle .

Compact design male/female
combo sockets.

s Works on vehicle where
stand alone tap and dies won’t fit. Convenient, fast and
easy vehicle applications.

THE LT993 WORKS ON -
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WHEEL & BRAKE

AUDI - BMW - PORSHCE - MERCEDES BENZ - VW

LT4569 German Vehicle Rotating Ring
Lug Nut Removal Kit

Easily removes rotating ring lug nut locks from German
vehicles. Use the high heat resistant LT4569A Silicon
Welding Shield to protect wheel from heat damage. Then
a Mig welder is used to apply weld slag material at 4
front corners of lug nut. The extra weld material welded
to face of lug nut will provide an ideal surface for the
LT4569B Twist Socket to gab lug nut for easy removal.
LT4569A consumable item with factory defect warranty
only. LT4569B has a lifetime warranty. Patent Pending on
LT4569A Silicon Welding Shield.

LT4569A

LT4569B

BRAKE SERVICE

Includes most common
SAE & Metric sizes

TIRE & WHEEL
SERVICE

IN USE

READY FOR REMOVAL

See it work on YouTube

See it work on YouTube


